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Description

The Bella Medio C28 is a larger pizza oven cart featuring 
ultra-premium construction and materials — perfect for 
larger family and parties. With all 304 stainless steel 
construction and a 28”W x 24”D cooking floor and 752 sq. 
in. cooking space, the Medio C28 is larger than most 
residential grills. It can bake three pizzas at a time, roast a 
small turkey, hold 4-5 roasting pans, or bake 12 loaves of 
bread.

Even with its large cooking capacity, the Medio C28 still 
heats up in about 15 minutes, and is efficient with wood 
fuel. The oven’s high throughput — as many as 40 pizzas in 
one hour — is enough for even larger parties.

The oven can bake and roast better than a conventional 
oven, grill better than a charcoal or gas grill, and it has 
more capacity than most residential grills; it’s the one 
oven that can do it all.

The Medio C28 features all 304 stainless steel, solid weld 
construction for the oven dome, landing, door and 
chimney — plus the pizza oven cart, promising years of 
worry-free, rust-free operation. The Medio C28 cooking 
floor uses authentic ceramic firebrick baking stones for 
great cooking performance. These dense refractory tiles 
offer outstanding heat retention and heat transfer for 
traditional pizza and bread baking, as well as premium 
durability.

The Medio C28 cart features two handles and four locking 
casters, making it easy to move and position the oven. The 
Medio C28 a great choice for entertaining family, friends 
and neighbors.
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Usage Characteristics

Cooking Floor: 28”w x 24”d
Oven Landing: 19.5”w x 4”d
Cooking Area: 752 sq. in.
Oven Opening: 18”w x 9”h
Heat Up Time: 15 minutes
Cooking Dome Height (from baking floor): 13”
Pizzas at One Time: 3
Loaves of Bread: 12

Oven Dimensions

Width (with handles): 38 7/8”
Width (not including handles): 34”
Depth (with landing): 27”
Depth (not including landing): 29 1/8”
Height (not including stand or chimney): 20 3/8”
Total Height (including chimney): 83 1/2”
Cooking Floor Height (from ground): 35 5/8”
Chimney Diamer: 4 7/8”

Ordering Information

SKU: PCM28
Includes assembled oven with stand (assembly 
required), stainless steel pizza peel, pizza server and pizza 
cutting wheel.


